time

time is a system of office furnishings
whose many versatile applications
provide a variety of interior design
solutions. An ingenious concept has
given time considerable flexibility,
allowing you to create a working
environment to suit your needs.
Smooth curves, refined materials
and interesting colors come together
in a flawless blend of beauty and
functionality.

finishes : douglas pine and white

time
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Artopex® has developed
time, multipurpose office
furnishings that adapt
to today’s frantic pace.

time reveals its distinctive personality in the harmonization of wood and metal, natural
and synthetic colors, classic and spontaneous.

the week starts
We are trusting you with an urgent project.
As you get to work, an idea takes form !

finishes : teak and white

Its clever design makes
it possible for you to combine
all of its components around
a vertical axis. Since its many
elements can all be fitted
to a support structure, time
can adapt to a variety of
configurations.

A 1200 workstation with privacy panels is now possible.
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a summit meeting
The client wants to meet with you. Furnishings reflecting your executive
status help you create a strong impression! A one-on-one meeting
with the client will help you grasp the ins and
outs of his project and make it easier for
you to close the deal.

finish : dark oak

Comfortably seated, in surroundings that exude hi-tech and
prestige, it is easier to establish a relationship of trust.

time
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finishes : cherry, white and antique white
finishes : antique white and dark oak

forming teams
Time to assign projects and form work groups. Arrange your furnishing according
to the size of your teams. Teams of two, three, four, or committees, no matter
how many people are involved, time has furnishings suited to your requirements.

finish : white
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finishes : douglas pine and antique white

This multipurpose mobile panel can become,
in turn, a writing board for jotting down ideas during
an improvised meeting, or a divider for privacy.

time
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finishes : douglas pine and white

the office is buzzing with activity
The entire team is at work. time provides a variety of solutions to
help you create and sustain a harmonious working environment.
The system allows you to establish the required level of closeness
using screens of varying heights. Furthermore, time has provided
for strategic storage. The system’s design allows you to add cabinets
and other accessories, as needed, to your configuration.

finishes : dark oak, douglas pine and antique white
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the presentation
Almost time for your presentation. You get the team together for
some last-minute pointers. Whether you prefer to be seated in a circle,
a half-circle, or a row, time’s flexibility will enable you to create a
stimulating environment conducive to good business.

finishes : cayenne maple and antique white

Launch into your computer-assisted
presentation. You’ve got an eager
audience that’s sure to be impressed
by your professional approach.

time
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the reception desk
This morning, things are busy at the front desk. Upon arrival, the visitor cannot fail
to notice the creative design and well-considered esthetics of your furnishings.
No one can remain insensitive to the efficiency and flexibility it exudes. Like a warm
welcome, time has made a good impression.

finishes : cayenne maple and white

planning
the cocktail
Finally, the day is drawing to
a close. time takes on the
more relaxed look of a bistro,
allowing you to end the week
on a high note. Have a good
weekend!

finishes : white, antique white and cherry
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storage

flexibility

electrical wiring

For a double 90o installation.

Make full use of the modular aspect
of your time system. Post extensions
make it possible for you to change
the height of your screens.

To ensure the durability
of the furnishings in the
event of reconfiguration,
time uses metal-to-metal
assembly.

For ergonomic comfort,
surfaces are separate and
can be adjusted to the
required height.

time
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Discrete and practical wiring.

Cable channels
carrying wires.

Consolidation
towers.

This grommet can be added on
the premises, where required.

Desktop outlets provide direct
access to the desired area.

accessories… the essentials!
time has been designed to make your life easier down to the last detail, with practical accessories as well as light and fanciful touches.

red (RD)

blue (BU)

clear (CL)

graphite (GP)

beige
FO86

grey
FO82

red
FO01

configurations
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